
Chapter 12: 12. 

Amber POV

I woke up to excruciating pain. Everything hurt. My body felt like it was on re

and my head was pounding. "Ahhhhhhhhh," I started screaming at the top of

my lungs. I couldn't think straight, I tried getting off of the bed, but I couldn't

move. After a minute or two I heard some shouting on the other side of the

door and then a series of loud bangs, which resulted in a loud thud, and two

hands on either side of my face with green eyes staring at me.

"Amber! What is wrong?!" Damien was panicked.

"Everything hurts, I can't get up. I feel like I am on Fire." I panted out. A minute

later there were several people in the room including two doctors.

One of the doctors came over to me. "She is burning up! We need to get her

into the tub to get her fever down." The doctor yelled to two of the men in the

room. They came towards me to pick me up and Damien growled, "no one

touches her. Everyone out except for the doctors. Dr. Marie I am going to put

Amber into the tub, please help her!" He started freaking out. I could hear the

panic in his voice.

"Damien, how old is Amber?" I heard another voice ask him. This voice was

male; I assumed it was the other doctor in the room.

"She is 17 Dr. Malis, she will be 18 in a couple days. Why?" Damien asked.

I can hear the doctor typing something into his computer and as he comes over

to take my blood pressure he starts talking to Damien and I both, " So...Damien

and Amber...I can see that you both have mated quite recently as the mark still

looks very fresh. With Amber's birthday being so close, and the fact that you

two have just mated, my best assumption with what is wrong with Amber is

that she is going to be turning."

What?!?!?! Turning??? Damien must have read my mind because I hear him

respond to the doctor.

"I thought if you didn't change by the age of 17 there was no chance to

change?" he asked.

Dr. Marie chimes in, "No Alpha, that is not necessarily true. For most pups, yes,

they will receive their wolf by their 17th birthday. But I don't think that Amber

is just any wolf. Long story short, one of her parents belongs to the Royal

bloodline. This bloodline is very few and far between since the time of the last

war of the packs. There are still a lot of packs that believe everyone would be

better off without the royal bloodline, since the previous King went crazy.

Anyway, back to the point...in the royal bloodline, the females will not receive

their wolf until they are MATED to their actual MATE. The age does not matter,

if the female were to never nd their rightful mate, then she would never

change."

My heart rate starts to increase and the banging in my head starts to beat

louder. "What is going to make this pain go away? How long will this take?" I

ask the doctor. At this point the pain is so great that I cannot even open my

eyes.

The male doctor answers next, "Neither one of us have ever been present for a

royal female turning, we are not sure how long the process takes. I do think we

need to get you out of the bath though, as the fever might speed up the

process. Alpha, I think we should bring Amber outside into the fresh air. It

might speed things up and actually be better to have space around."

All of a sudden I feel sparks on my arms and legs and I can feel Damien

picking me up out of the tub. He cradles me to his chest as he starts walking

out of the bathroom, through the bedroom and up the stairs. Having contact

with him the pain starts to die down a little bit, enough for me to be able to

open my eyes. I turn my head to snuggle into Damien's chest and I whisper,

"Damien I am scared."

Damien holds me a little bit tighter as he carries me out the back door into the

backyard. "Oh little kitten, don't be scared. I am right here with you and I am

not going anywhere." He then sets me down in the middle of the yard, and

then comes to sit down next to me. "I will sit right here with you, and when

you turn I will be right there to help guide you through it."

Damien starts to rub circles on my back, and I admit it does wonders to calm

me down, and although the pain is still everywhere, it seems a little bit more

bearable. All of a sudden a shooting pain goes to my right arm and I hear a

cracking noise. My left arm quickly follows it. I look at my arms and they look

as though they are breaking and morphing. I can feel every bone in my body

breaking and I scream out in pain.

The next thing I know I am standing there with absolutely no pain. I look down

and I can see two big ass paws. My fur is white, and looks like it shimmers in

the light of the moon.

"Hello Amber."

What the hell?! Who was that?

"Amber I am your wolf. No one can hear me but you."

Oh...my.... you are my wolf?

"Yes. You have mated so I am nally allowed to come to you. "

So what is your name?

"My name is Emma."

Nice to nally have you Emma.

"I'm glad to be here. No can we see Killian?"

Who is Killian?

"He is Damien's wolf! Look right in front of you. Isn't he magni cent?"

I look in front of me and the largest wolf I have ever seen stands in front of me,

as black as black can be. He is magni cent. On his chest there is one small

white patch in the shape of a crescent moon. He looks magical.

"Amber you are beautiful. I have never seen something so magni cent"

Damien? How can I hear you?

"We are mated, so we can speak through mind link now. Pretty much all you

have to do is think of me and what you want to say, and I can hear you. It

works in your human form too."

Wow! That is amazing! What do I look like? I mean I can see that my paws are

white, am I all white?

"You are all white, a magni cent shimmering white, with a matching mark to

mine. Except yours is a black crescent moon facing the opposite direction of

mine."

Looks like we really are meant for each other.

"Yes indeed. Killian is trying to break through, he would like to meet you and

then spend some time with Emma."

How do you know my wolf's name?

"Emma and Killian can communicate with each other at all times. I don't know

how that works. I am going to let Killian through now."

I watch Damien. Physically he doesn't change, except his green eyes turn a

different shade of green. They are bright green now, almost like they are

glowing.

"Hello Amber. I have been dying to meet you."

Hello Killian. It is a pleasure meeting you.

"Do you mind if Emma and I spend some time together and go for a run in the

woods?"

No Killian, that is ne. I just don't know how to switch spots with Emma.

"You don't really switch spots with me Amber, I just kind of push myself to the

front of your mind and you go to the back of it. It will be like you are watching

a TV show pretty much. I just wanted your permission before taking over. I

didn't want to freak you out."

Have fun Emma! Don't do anything I wouldn't do!"

I relinquished control to Emma and let her have her time with Killian. They ran

for miles in the woods and wrestled around with each other, playing for most

of the night. They then laid in the darkness of the night and talked to each

other for hours.

I can't believe that all my life I didn't think I had a wolf. How am I from the

royal bloodline and what does this mean for me? My mom is human, so does

that mean that I get it from my fathers blood? Is this why my mom spent so

many years trying to get my wolf to show up? What is so special about the

Royal Blood Line? I feel like every day that passes by, there are just more and

more questions about myself that I don't have any of the answers for.

***Author's Note***
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love to hear ANY opinions, criticisms, ideas! Thanks for reading :)
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